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Is it art?   
Answers 
 
 
 
1. Yes, it is art!  
Leonardo Da Vinci, Italy (b. 1452, d. 1519) 
Mona Lisa 
c. 1506  
This is a painting made in Italy during the time of the Renaissance over five hundred years ago. The word 
‘Renaissance’ means ‘rebirth’. There was of course a lot of art made before this, but around this time 
artworks began to change to look a lot more like real life. The Mona Lisa has been described as "the best 
known, the most visited, the most written about, the most sung about… work of art in the world". It is a part 
of the collection at the Louvre in Paris, and over 6 million people go to see her every year! 
 
 
2. Yes, it is art! 
Ibrahim Mahama, Ghana (b. 1987) 
Adum Train Station Installation 
2013 
This is one of the artist’s installations in public spaces. He uses old sacks that were used to carry cocoa 
beans and coal, asks other people to help him stitch them together, and then covers whole buildings and 
other structures with them. It is a way for the artist to talk about the financial situation of Africa and the 
problems there.  
 
 
3. No, it‘s not art! 
This is just a nice cup of coffee.  

 
 

4. Yes, it is art!  
Yayoi Kusama, Japan (b. 1929) 
Pumpkin 
1994 
This pumpkin is another example of art in a public place, this time on Naoshima island in Japan. The artist 
works a lot with sculptures and installations, often with bright colours and spots. She has done a number of 
pumpkin sculptures in the past.  
 
 
5. Yes, it is art! 
Haegue Yang, South Korea (b. 1971) 
Pungmul Ball 
2016 
This is a sculpture, made mostly out of fake straw. As an artist, Haegue Yang works a lot with natural forms 
and standard household objects.  She has made a huge series of these straw balls and all of them look a bit 
different! 
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6. No, it‘s not art! 
That is a natural sea sponge. 
 
 
7. Yes, it is art! 
Jackson Pollock, US (b. 1912, d. 1956) 
Number 1A, 1948 
1948 
Jackson Pollock is famous for being a painter in the Abstract Expressionist movement working in New York 
in the 1940’s. Abstract expressionism basically mean to painting something without a subject, and this 
painting is one of Jackson Pollock’s famous ‘drip’ works. Pollock painted with actions and movement, and his 
paintings began to change the way people thought about painting and paint as a material.  
 
 
8. Yes, it is art! 
Lucio Fontana, Italy (b. 1899, d. 1968) 
Spatial Concept 
1960 
This piece by Lucio Fontana also questions what painting is and can be, and this time the artist didn’t use 
any paint at all! The artist took what is usually used as a traditional painting base and instead made it into 
something like a sculpture by cutting it down the middle.  
 
 
9. Yes, it is art! 
Gerhard Richter, Germany (b. 1932) 
Townscape M8 (Grey) 
1968 
This might look like concrete but is actually many layers of paint on top of each other. It started out as a 
photograph looking down on a town and then the artist began to fill in the photo with white, black and grey 
paint.  
 
10. Yes, it is art! 
Carola Grahn, Sápmi/Sweden (b. 1982) 
Horizon of Me(aning) 
2015 
In this work, guests were invited to stack wood with the artist in a gallery space. The interesting 
conversations that happened were themselves as much of the art work as the final result of stacked wood.  
 
 
11. No, it‘s not art! 
This is the Giant‘s Causeway in Ireland. The shapes were made by a volcanic eruption thousands of years 
ago.  
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12. Yes, it is art! 
Nancy Holt, US (b. 1938, d. 2014) 
Sun Tunnels 
1976 
Nancy Holt was one of the few female artists associated with land art, art made out in the nature and often 
made with natural materials. This work is made and arranged in connection to the sunrise and sunset 
during summer and winter in the desert in Utah, America. 
 
 
13. No, it‘s not art! 
This is Antelope Canyon in Arizona, USA.  
 
 
 
14. Yes, it is art! 
Berndnaut Smilde, Netherlands (b. 1978) 
Nimbus 
2012 
The artist creates clouds in different indoor spaces with a smoke machine. He works with a professional 
photographer to photograph the cloud before it disappears.  

 
 

15. Yes, it is art! 
Rirkrit Tiravanija, Thailand (b. 1961) 
Free  
1992 
The artist made a kitchen in a gallery space and served curry and rice to visitors. The people who ate the 
curry and the conversations that they had together were a part of the art work.  

 
 

16. No, it‘s not art! 
This is a hot dog stand. 
 
 
17. Yes, it is art! 
Helen Marten, UK (b. 1985) 
A.M Stew 
2014 
Helen Marten is an artist who works mostly with installation. An installation is something we can experience 
in a space, it is usually something we can walk through and something that is made out of lots of different 
objects or materials. Here, Marten has worked with found, made and recycled materials. Her work is often 
about everyday life objects – in this piece you can see she has made a little guitar.  
 

 
18. No, it‘s not art! 
This is just a bin overflowing with rubbish. 
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19. Yes, it is art! 
Eva Hesse, US (b. 1936, d. 1970) 
Untitled 
1966 
Eva Hesse was most well known for her minimal sculptures. A minimal sculpture is one that uses a very 
small number of materials, is not complicated in its form and is usually made out of basic shapes. Hesse 
was very interested in this idea of minimalism and worked a lot with unusual materials like latex and 
plastics.  
 
 
20. No, it‘s not art!  
This is just an ordinary balloon dog. 
 
 
 
21. Yes, it is art! 
Marina Abramovic, Serbia (b. 1946) 
Generator   
2014/2017 
This image is of a performance piece. The artist asked the public to leave their phones, watches and all 
other technology outside, and put on a blindfold and headphones in order to be completely alone and 
quiet.  
 
 
 
22. Yes, it is art! 
Rachel Whiteread, UK (b. 1963) 
Untitled (Twenty Four Switches) 
1998 
This is a negative cast of an electrical switch box. It’s the result of a very long process of positive and 
negative casts, and the end product is made out of aluminium. The artist Rachel Whiteread usually casts 
everyday objects and buildings in her work. 
 
 
23. No, it‘s not art!  
This is a garden in France.  
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